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How do we obtain views?
Parents views are collected during our regular coffee mornings and events. LPCF coffee mornings are held
bi-monthly in the following areas:- Boston, Spalding, Bourne and Sleaford.
They are hosted by a LPCF volunteer who has been through our
induction process and who is a parent of a child with disabilities and/or
SEN.
The coffee mornings are held in an informal, friendly environment
where parents and carers can relax and gain support and information
relevant to their needs. For some, it is a place to offload worries and
anxieties.

Others share good experiences of what works for them.
It is a time for parent to parent support and for some, it is the
realisation that parents are not alone with their experiences, which
disperses feelings of isolation.
We also have guests who are invited to inform parents about the services they provide.

What we do with these views
LPCF volunteers gather issues that are important to parent carers and then LPCF feed them back
anonymously to service providers such as the Local Authority and NHS Lincolnshire, to enable them to know
if, where and how services need to be improved.
This report outlines the issues raised between April 2017 and June 2017.
Any feedback LPCF receive from service providers in response to this report will
be included on our website—so keep checking our website for more details.
Have a look at the next few pages for how LPCF Parents Voices are being used to effect
change.

Where do service providers come in?
LPCF are the communication link being parents and service providers through which
information can be shared to and from both parties.
It is all very well and good that LPCF are gathering the views, thoughts and
opinions of parent carers to help improve the provision and delivery of services but
we rely on service providers also to feedback to LPCF about how they have
responded to parents concerns.
We will publish their responses on our website for parents to read.
GLOSSARY
CAMHS
CQC
EHC
IPSEA
LA

of Abbreviation
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services.
Care Quality Commission
Education, Health and Care Plan
A Charity that provides support
Local Authority

Lincs CC / LCC
Lincolnshire County Council
OT
Occupational Therapy
SALT
Speech and Language Therapy (Also S&LT)
SEND
Special Educational Needs and Disability
TAC
Team around the child
YPLP
Young People’s Learning Provision

Parents Voices Outcome 1 (Health)
In May LPCF were invited to talk to the newly appointed Designated Clinical Officer and these are
the top health issues that we raised on behalf of our network of parents:

Joint Commissioning. Is it happening and if not why not?



Health Conference in Leicester - forums to be engaged with Health at every level including strategic.
(CQC inspections)



Confusion surrounding Personal Budgets.



NHS has much to be proud of but seems to be particularly challenged in accommodating parents of
children with SEND and the children themselves. The red tape sometimes gets in the way of common
sense.



Lack of understanding between health professionals if more than one discipline involved.



Health, Education & Social Care – lack of Health professionals attending EHC meetings often their
advice can be ignored/overlooked.



Difficulty in contacting health professionals.



Lack of paediatricians – raised last Easter and before that when Dr Milns left. Waiting times increased.



Disability Liaison nurses – professionals do not make parents aware of them and do not signpost to
them. More publicity needed.



Criteria for CAMHS – needs to be more transparent. Saves time of referral from GP and back.



Work is needed to ensure that parents and professionals understand the CAMHS criteria and signposting is provided to other appropriate support services. Current working model of taking referrals
and knocking them back later only contributes to poor satisfaction levels from parent carers.



Long waiting times for CAMHS.



Referrals are being made out of county, reticence from some specialists in Lincolnshire to diagnose,
even though it is clear and they have evidence.



Difficulties mapping of Health services.



Funding to engage with Health for LPCF.

Parents Voices Outcome 2 (Guidance)
We were also invited by the Local Authority to take part in the development of guidance for all settings
(pre-school, school & post 16) on what provision they should be putting in place for children and young
people with SEND before referring for statutory EHC assessment.
Four of our volunteers, one of whom has expertise of SEN in pre- school settings attended a small working
group to move this forward.
The final draft version of this guidance is due to be completed by the end of August (or before if possible!).

Parents Voices Outcome 3 (EHC Process)
We were asked by the Local Authority to do a quick survey with our network
about the Annual Review process. Some of the items we fed back included:Our child had his annual review in March, the amendment notice has still not been received, and the
guidelines as set out by IPSEA have not been followed. With 2 weeks of this academic year left to go, the
amended document will be out of date.
My experience of transferring my son’s statement to EHCP through a series of annual reviews (it took 3 meets,
over 2 years) was not a positive one. We got there in the end but I had to be very determined.
2 years of school, ed psych, paediatrician, my son, us parents and the local special school all believe he needs
special school placement. Provided all evidence, hub said not an adequate use of resources. Having early
review on Monday for placement transfer.
I have had concerns that my child's targets are not being met, yet it says they are.
It seems that her SENco and teachers are under such immense pressure.
The system is buckling and numbers are sometimes smudged to show progress, when there is none.
Previous schools failed to conduct annual Reviews - we missed 2.
Current placement won through tribunal.
The school is Kisimul and it is independent. Very thorough and efficient. It is a new placement.
Whole EHC plan is a shambles. Review was done 7 months too late.
My son is now home schooled due to plan not being done in secondary school.
They had a primary school plan in place still which was no use at all. Seen no benefit from it whatsoever.
This year's review was better than last (but it was 14 months, not 12), but it was treated very much as a
form filling exercise, and trying to fix this year's problems rather than aiming high for future!
An excellent process from Lincs CC, however, it would be nice if a professional from the Health Services
could attend - 3 of my children have EHC plans and not one Health Professional has attended.
Review meeting is carried out well, usually takes too long to get amended EHCP.
We've only had one meeting and that was for changing from mainstream to special.
Outcomes not achieved are just ignored in meetings
No full assessment of needs done only using paperwork.
Provided by parents which is a guide not actual assessment of needs.
EHCP are just a paper exercise for the LA , school doesn't act on them and LA do nothing to ensure they
are acted on. If you complain you are just looked on as a moaner. My child is not listened too.
My son comes to the meeting but is not prepared, I don't think my son’s views are acted on.
The last review targets were, "oh he can do that" , when actually targets have not been met at all.
Following my son's last review, it took 11 months to receive the draft plan back.
Since moving into adult services the case worker has not contacted us.
We tried to contact them regarding an issue but the previous case worker was the one who made contact
not the new named person. It would be nice to have some contact with the new one.
Being the last review we expected to have a rep from adult social but they are not obliged to be there so
school left this out and just did the education and health side.
Apparently school should have used the adult assessment that was not provided until after.
Post 16 - people attending review .
Unless I invite them e.g. social worker they don't come. Health are always missing since leaving school.
Targets are often very optimistic - although didn't feel as though it was worth the hassle of altering it
as it was ceasing.

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Education
Went to tribunal to fight for school place and won despite feedback from Liaise not to carry on
and accept the school we didn't want.

Transport
YPLP helped my daughter register to travel on the Call Connect bus knowing that she is unable to access
the "normal" bus due to problems getting on with her wheelchair (we live in rural Lincolnshire!).
They kindly accompanied my daughter on her first trip and registered her as Call Connect plus as she will
need to be collected and dropped off at home due to her not being able to get up and down curbs in her
wheelchair. So far so good. No... one hurdle too far. We have a Kuschall wheelchair purchased by
ourselves at great cost - as the NHS wheelchairs were too heavy for her to push herself in).
YPLP and my daughter were told that as her wheelchair was not on the list it was therefore not impact
tested and she would not be able to travel independently on Call Connect buses.

The lady from YPLP was bemused and so were we. Are they saying that the drivers are not able to get
my daughter to and from Spalding safely? Yet again another load of red tape and bureaucracy.
Maybe Call Connect will purchase her a new wheelchair that is impact tested so she can achieve one of
the goals on her EHC plan?
Have been turned down for college transport as we are 0.04 of a mile under their “3 miles from college”
rule.
It is apparently a parent's duty to get your young person to college. Not the Local Authority meeting
the needs of the young person or the person attending the nearest Further Education college which the
LA prefer or that person is too vulnerable to even attempt to go through Independent Travel training or
someone just round the corner from them is entitled for transport (post code lottery or in this case same
place lottery..!)
What happens if that parent works, who takes..? LA are not meeting that young person's needs
as per EHC plan.

LPCF “Your Say”
Comments from our “Your Say” web page.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Health
Would like to know how to get an appointment at the doctor’s to see what condition the child has?
Unable to get one.

I went along with a friend to her first appointment. Dr Secan at Boston was very friendly and helpful by
showing the sleep council website to my friend to help her son with sleep issues.
She was given help with bedtime medication.
She was offered another appointment to do further assessments.
Given paperwork to take home to fill out and some for school and asked my friend to post them
back asap.
The doctor made the child feel comfortable and listened to his views, I was pleased to see and hear
the support she is being given.

A happy parent.
Our son was bounced back to GP from CAMHS as he didn't fit the criteria.

Local Authorities
Parents are sent a form to say anyone needing to register to vote once they turn 18 to sign and add the
young person or get a fine.
Why should our young person with severe learning difficulties who cannot manage daily living/get
from A to B without constant support, can't read or write forms and in their own world - have to
register to vote when they have no clue who the political parties are or what they do?
There must be a large number of these young people whose votes are missing.
No one has asked where our young person is despite all of our names being on the same list with
the same address.
Think common sense has gone out the window and the council need to address this. Or is this to show
that all 18 year olds regardless of mental capacity or learning difficulties have a right to vote regardless
of circumstances?
Never did get an answer from the young person on the reception desk.

LPCF Awards - Praise where it is due
In January 2017 LPCF announced their Awards process to bi-annually take nominations
from parents about good and excellent practice and to acknowledge the positive work
that is being done by individuals, professionals and organisations.

THANK YOU
Firstly to everyone who made nominations to LPCF for our Excellence Award Jan-May 2017

CONGRATULATIONS
to all the nominees for their achievements.
Following a vote by the LPCF Trustees and Volunteers a clear winner was found in Eric Ormond who has for many
years worked as a volunteer, diligently and quietly supporting various charities and groups working with parents and
carers involved with SEND.
He has selflessly provided his time and also generously donated funds towards organisations for the benefit of
others, regularly supporting meetings and events.

Eric Ormond (Winner)
Individual Volunteer

Nominated by Carol Wilson
Voluntary services to parent carer charities over many years.
Eric is a wonderful gentleman and despite sometimes not being in such
good health, he always attends our local coffee mornings and when he can
he turns up at our other events.
He always gives our group his full commitment and is always a pleasure to
have in our company.

Julie Appleyard (Runner Up)
Community Health

Nominated by Stephanie Simpson
Inspirational SALT support worker with Lincs Community Heath Team who
"goes above and beyond" in her role to support children.
Julie delivered truly inspirational S&LT sessions to my son. She quickly got to
know him and then created bespoke sessions for him.
I am certain that this 'above and beyond' support is the reason why he
can now enjoy making friends and access the curriculum alongside his
classmates.

Ellen Smith (Runner Up)
Occupational Therapy
(Adults Neuro Rehabilitation
Team)

Nominated by Emma Cross
An Occupational Therapist who has made the transition from child to adult
services a positive experience, providing support and empathy.
Seeing clients "as people and not just their disability".
Ellen was extremely empathetic without being patronising and completely
understood that I was more than my disability. Ellen also made us all
comfortable while discussing personal issues and went above and beyond
with her helpful suggestions and practical advice.
She is a wonderful OT and will be missed by us all.

Others nominations (unordered)

Anne Donnelly
Teaching Assistant

Nominated by Debbie Briggs
A very dedicated Teaching Assistant who has worked for five years providing
significant support and assistance along with the school SENCO team .
They have "all done wonders with my child, above the call of duty".
Emma Taylor
Nominated by Theresa Moloney
Autism Outreach
Highly professional information and strategies for Autism provided in a
timely manner. Is very understanding of family pressures and issues and has
moved my child on where other professionals have struggled.
"Excellent professional and compassionate, very rare qualities in
understanding the persons difficulties, however complex".
Marie Kershaw
Nominated by Patricia Wilkinson
Classroom Assistant
A creative and knowledgeable Classroom Assistant at Willoughby School.
Whist all the staff at the school are noted as "fantastic" the nomination
indicated - “Marie is a cut above the rest and I believe she deserves
recognition for this ".
Michelle Davies
Nominated by Debra Milton
LPCF Volunteer
A tireless LPCF volunteer who enthusiastically works to signpost parents to
information and resources for the benefit of their families.
She has "a massive impact on all parents connected with her, making a huge
difference to their morale ".
Nikki Spicer
Nominated by Coralie Cross
Liaise
A parent carer working for Liaise who gives more than her role requires to
assist and support parents and carers in challenging situations when working
through, obtaining and managing EHC plans.
Nikki is "a dedicated member of the Liaise team and shows that she has
parents’ best interests at heart ".
North End Archery -Jay
Nominated by Michelle Davies
Activity Provider / Coach
An organisation which has encouraged whole family involvement, with a
special nomination to coach Jay who, "understands my son and meets his
needs, without any doubt".
Rowan Bradley
Nominated by Theresa Moloney
Children's Therapy
A highly professional children's therapist who uses their experience in a
compassionate way and thinks outside the box looking for solutions, whilst
responding quickly to needs for support and documentation.
A great strength is that they "don’t give up when the child does not respond
to therapy but takes a different approach if needed ".
Tracy Gillis
Nominated by Kris Stevens
Social Worker
A long serving committed Social Worker who has provided well above core
support even during difficult and challenging times, helping a child have a
future and a parent have a life.
She has "got the perfect balance between professionalism and friendliness".
Please note the details provided above are a précis of nominations received
Names of children have been removed as required.

In LPCF’s view you are all

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.
Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Education
Parent needed some guidance on EHC plan process which she was preparing for, she had a TAC team meeting, but
as SENCO is also a teacher this was the priority to this meeting as the school were short staffed due to cut backs.
(Boston Coffee Morning).
Parent had issues with schools in County not meeting the needs of her child - had to go to Special School
outside of county. (Spalding Coffee Morning).
Parent struggling with EHC plan. No idea where to turn.
Parent currently trying to get her son back to school after pulling him out in February. He doesn't have an
EHC plan but the LA have suggested trying to get him into a school suitable for his needs but she doesn’t
know how to find the local special schools.
Parent asked:Who are the external people you go to when things are not going right at school? After numerous attempts of
trying to talk with school to prevent any issue bubbling any further, it then bubbles.
Well... After a 4 year battle to be heard, we finally cross the finish line tomorrow when my 11 year old girl
will go for her first taster session at big school.
She has her full diagnosis, she has her EHC plan and she has secured her place in The Priory Academy in
Spalding Lincolnshire.
Finally, her education can become one of enjoyment, learning, wonderment, fascination and friendships.
We went for a 1 to 1 guided tour on Tuesday and its amazing.
She’s going to flourish there, I just know it. For anyone out there just beginning, or still going through this process...
My heart goes out to you. It won’t be this way forever.
Stay strong, stay brave. Keep pushing. One day, you'll reach your finish line.

Social Care
Parent asked:_
I'm after some advice please, we've just been told we can have 4 hours per week of direct payment for my
child to have some extra activities or my husband and I have a much needed night out!
So can anyone highly recommend someone, professional or Autism trained, who understands the extra
needs and meltdowns.
We need someone who can either babysit on an evening or can take our son out during the day, swimming,
park, soft play. This is so we can all have a little 'break' breathing time.

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone, Facebook etc
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Transport
Parent stated:This morning we had a call from the taxi who had taken our son to school, they had stopped on the A1 and wanted
us to come and pick up our child and take him to school. Basically he'd got very distressed in the car, was kicking
out and took his seatbelt off (which I know he needs to wear) so they couldn't really cope or deal with this episode.
Sadly he is like a switch and the littlest of things can make him cross/upset. He's none verbal and gets very upset
when he's unable to communicate his needs and wants. However, when we got to him he was calm and just sat there.
The ladies are lovely, I'm not knocking their efforts but they aren't trained in how to deal with an episode like this,
for goodness sake my son had special needs and his autism is very complex, each day can change with him, so we
don't seem to have one thing that works!
I know I need to ring Lincs transport department but I don't have the answer other than needing people with him
who can cope!!

Health
The Lincolnshire Sustainability and Transformation Plan (STP). The general consensus is that it doesn't tell us
what, how, who or when anything is going to happen.
Concerns are services are not been being offered in Lincolnshire and patients having to travel further for care,
which also impacts on carers.
Concerns over Health engaging with the forum on a strategic level. At the Health Conference in Leicester it
became apparent that Health should be engaging with the forum at every level. April 2017.
If successful could the model of self -referral be transferred to CAHMs for similar cases for U16s as it may
prove helpful?
Parent had problems at diagnosis - will not diagnose for some reason. Problems with bouncing back from
CAMHS because don't fit the criteria, back to GP who refers again- full circle. (Spalding Coffee Morning).

Our Coffee Event Hosts Rachel, Coralie, Carol, Sarah & Michelle.
All of our hosts are parents and carers of children with disabilities and Special Educational Needs
and bring with them their own experiences of the challenges they meet on a daily basis.
Most of the volunteers started with us by attending one of our coffee mornings
and their profiles can be seen on the team page of our website.

Thank you
To everyone who kindly took the time to give us their honest opinions.

As Lincolnshire’s Parent Carer Forum we believe that families should be
involved in any decisions that affect the lives of their families.
The voice of the parent carer and the voice of the child are key to providing
good quality service.
Please keep your views coming in. You can use our “Your Say” page, email us
your thoughts, feedback to our representatives at your local coffee mornings,
Facebook or leave us a message on our answer phone.
We now have a new LPCF Award for professionals and or organisations who
have provided outstanding services to you and your family.
To nominate please see the home page of our website.

Contact Details: To find our more about LPCF coffee mornings, events
and activities, please use the email address or phone number below.
If you phone, please leave a message and we will return your call.
Website: www.lincspcf.org.uk

Email: admin@lincspcf.org.uk
Address: LPCF, PO Box 1183, Spalding, PE11 9EE
Tel: 0845 33 11 310
To subscribe to the Lottery Club,
Tel : 07593 553 609 or
E-mail: carol.lotteryclub@gosberton.plus.com

